Practical Prosperity

Have Crystal Clear Intention
Question: I moved home for health reasons
and had to charge up credit cards for meds. My
mother has requested I move out, but I can’t
afford to do so with my credit card bills. Help!
Our friend needs to fasten her seat belt. What an
exciting ride is available to her. There are two Laws
clearly operative here. Let’s explore them.
According to the language of a dear colleague,
Rev. Gregory Toole, there is the “Law of Need
Equals Fulfillment.” He describes a need as our
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kind of energy and attention would not be there.
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Where is she called to look deeper? What practices
can she put in place that would serve her?
By staying open to the “coincidences” in her life,
she may attract assistance from family, support from friends, an increase
in income or unexpected good from unknown sources.
The other exciting Law is described as the “Law of HAVE
Consciousness.” What does she already have that is enriching her
life, answering this temporary dilemma and guiding her immediate
decisions? We would guess the richness of family life, great health,
good solid friends, spiritual growth, decent-paying employment and the
wisdom to reach out to others for guidance and direction.
A person with a “have” consciousness is ever ready to see where
good can come from, for Spirit is her source and nothing else. Our
friend’s Source is not her mom, a job, an inheritance, generosity of her
friends, etc. These may be channels through which Spirit works, but
they are not her Source.
Spirit is unlimited, creative and loves our friend intensely. The more
open she is to Spirit’s generosity, the more she experiences that flow.
Being open often begins with the “have” consciousness coupled with
an attitude of appreciation. As we often say in Religious Science, our job
is to be crystal clear on what it is we want. It is Spirit’s job to determine
how it happens. z
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